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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVE: To give some information on salvaging
cedar and to offer recommendations for salvaging
on similar areas.

This thesis will give the importance of cedar salvage,

describe a small operation, give the costs, expected returns,

profit, and advantages other than profit for the operation,

and offer recommendations for areas having similar conditions

Whether it is salvaging cedar, hemlock, fir or any

other species, it is of great importance, not only, because

it is profitable, but because of the tremendous opportunities

it offers.

Logging woods' waste is gaining a lot of attention now,

mostly because it 13 profitable. Although operators are

salvaging for different reasons; some for profit, some

because it gives them a greater volume of wood per acre, and

some are interested in "cleaning up" the woods in order to

save burning the slash if possible. This salvage of low

grade material can play a vital part in sustained yield

because of the increased volume of wood per acre.

What is most important is that it furnishes an excel

lent chance for reasearch and experimentation. The



operator can learn how to log and thin second growth

before it is time to start cutting in it, and he can learn

how to cut down his logging costs for this low grade ma

terial.

The tremendous difference in the size of the trees in

the old growth Douglas fir stand makes it impractical to

log all the material with the large equipment which is

necessary for the large trees. It seems logical that this

"stuff" should be logged with two sizes of equipment.

The logging industry is very conservative, and it is

slow about making any changes in methods.

The opportunity to discover new logging methods alone

is enough to justify starting a salvage or prelogging

department in any company which is interested in practicing

good forestry.

The two factors which work against putting this

material on the market are the high costs of logging and

transporting, and the low demand. With the research now

being done in wood products the demand for low grade

material should increase. If the operator starts experi

menting and logging this material now while it is paying

its way, he may learn enough to be able to reduce costs

and continue the operation even under lower price conditions.

Even if he starts salvaging just the cedar or one



species, it gives him the opportunity to get started, and

then he can practice closer utilization as the operation

grows and progresses in efficiency.

These are not by any means the extent of the possi

bilities of closer utilization of woods' waste; however,

it may serve to give an idea of the importance of salvage

operations.



CHAPTER II

THE OPERATION

The operation was an experiment to find out how much

and what kind of cedar products could be taken off an

area which had been logged over in 1939.

The idea was to use an auxiliary fire crew for the

labor and to see what could be done with the cedar that was

left behind in broken logs, knocked downs, and standing

trees.

The experiment was tried on a forty located in the

coast range of central Oregon.

The cedar trees in this region are confined mostly

fce strips along the streams, to the side canyons, and on

an occasional flat above some of the larger creeks or

rivers.

In the creek and river bottoms cedar sometimes makes

up as high as 50 per cent of the stand by number of stems,

on the flats about 35 per cent, and in the bottom of the

side canyons 30 per cent, and then it thins out with

increase in elevation.

The topography is such that most of the area with

cedar can be tractor logged.



The portion of the forty that was salvaged had been

logged in 1939; partly by tractor and partly by hi-lead.

To give a better idea as to the amount of cedar on

this forty a cruise was made of the stumps and the trees

that were left standing. The cruise showed 20 cedars, 16

inches to 40 inches d. b. h., 16 hemlocks, 16 inches to 34

inches d. b. h., and 24 firs, 16 inches to 42 inches d. b. h.

per acre. This gives a volume of 25,560 b. f. m. fir, 6,000

b.f.m. cedar, 6,000 hemlock, and 13 cedar poles per acre.

This is a good estimate of how much cedar was on the

area before the initial logging. The main operation took off

80,000 b.f.m. of cedar for the forty. The cruise shows 240,

000 b.f.m., so this would mean that something like 160,000

b.f.m. was left on the forty as broken logs, knock-downs,

and standing trees.

A cruise was made of the creek bottom to get an estimate

of how much cedar there is along the creeks. This data was

used in considering prelogging and it also helps to give a

better picture of the area in general. This cruise gives

44 cedars, 12 inches to 34 inches d.b.h., 4 hemlocks, 16

inches d.b.h. to 34 inches, and 32 firs, 40 inches to 52

inches d.b.h. per acre. This is a volume of 65,000 b.f.m.

of fir, 7,000 b.f.m. of cedar, 8,000 of hemlock, and 20 cedar

poles. It happened that no cedar over 34 inches was cruised



but there are some that will run 5 feet in d.b.h., occa

sionally.

The area was covered with a considerable amount of log

ging debris, and a scattering of small hemlocks and cedar

trees still standing. It is estimated that one-third of the

cedar poles were knocked down in the initial logging. The

trees left standing have the tops knocked out, limbs Imocked

off one side, and damaged boles of various degrees from

logging equipment.

The trees left were from 12 inches to 58 inches in d.h.b,

The ones larger than 22 inches were left mostly because of

hollow butts or rotten faces. Several of these trees looked

doubtful but a large percentage turned out to be sound.

The roads of the main logging show follow the creeks

and this makes these cedar areas very accessible.

The products to be taken off the area will have to be

transported 12 miles to the company mill or 25 miles into

Eugene.

The personnel for the operation consisted of five men.

The draftsman for the Logging Engineer of the company was

in charge; he spent about one-half of his time on the

operation.

The foreman was an old time faller and had worked in the

woods for forty years; at one time he had owned a shingle

mill. This man was an expert tool handler and an excellent

teacher.



The remainder of the crew was made up of four college

students. After three days one student quit and this left

three. Two of these boys had no woods experience at all and

the main idea of having this "old timer" for foreman was to

teach and supervise these students.

The crew started by making fence posts out of the broken

logs, long butts, knock downs, and missed logs. The cedar

was bucked into 7 ft. lengths, split, and stacked so that a

choker could be put around the stock easily.

The cedar to be bucked had debris, logs, chunks, and

slash piled on top of It, and it made bucking and splitting

very difficult.

After about two or three days of splitting "on the spot,"

it was decided that it would be much more advantageous to

skid the trees, chunks and logs to the landing and buck and

split them into posts after yarding. The main reason for

starting to make posts in the woods was because there was not

any yarding equipment available.

The crew then began bucking the uprooted trees so that

they could be skidded to the landing. As mentioned before

there was a lot of debris and slash stacked on these trees

which made it difficult for bucking. Most of the time it

would have taken longer to clean out for an under cut than

the tree was worth. A large number of these trees would

pinch if sawn from the top and they were too small to use
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a wedge. It was figured that it took longer to buck them

than the tree was worth--especially so with "green" buckers.

A power saw might have been the answer here because the trees

did not pinch hard; it was enough to stop hand bucking.

The main show had a cat working close by; so during

the noon hour this cat was used to skid some chunks and logs

to the landing. By doing this it was found that production

was Increased considerably because of the better bucking

and splitting conditions. The operation was still not pay

ing. This was due mostly to the inexperience and the poor

condition of the labor. It was very hot at the time and

the labor was "soft and green".

The crew would not be able to salvage all the cedar

before the slash was burned anyway so it was decided that

it would be better to fall the standing trees for poles and

shingle timber.

Falling conditions were very bad as you can tell from

the description of the area.

The crew started falling the standing trees. Two of

the students had never done any falling, and there was only

one set of falling tools; consequently, it was thought best

to keep the crew together and instruct the members all at

once.

It was not known from one day to the next how many



would be on the crew. It varied from three to five. This

caused some inefficiency of effort. The reason for vary

ing the crew was because if there were any absentees on

the main logging and construction crews the men from the

cedar crew would be used to fill in.

Extreme care and dexterity had to be used in order to

keep the breakage down. The inherent nature of cedar to

break and split easily, number of stumps and cull logs on

the area, uneven ground, small tops or trees with limbs

knocked off, rotten faces, butt rot, and bad leaners made

this a difficult job in order to save the whole tree for

a pole or to get as much out of each tree as was possible.

A lot of trees could not be layed where they should be because

of rotten faces and butt rot.

There were a few trees which were questionable as to

whether they were worth falling or not. This had to be

worked out by falling some of the doubtfuls and finding out

what condition they were in.

After the crew was broken in (if there were four men on

the job), two would fall and two would trim and peel. This

worked fairly well. When the crew came to patches of shingle

timber trees only, one man was all that was needed to limb

and this could be done quicker than falling a tree. The

extra man would then under-notch the next tree for the fallers,
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When there were only three men the same procedure was

followed. This was much more efficient; some days three

men would do as much as four. This was due to using only

one set of falling tools. ?frien there were five men on the

crew it was much more difficult to use the labor efficiently.

Peeling was done at the beginning with axes and wooden

spuds made from limbs. About two weeks before the operation

ended two iron spuds were completed by the blacksmith and

these were used to much better advantage.

The axe was used to peel a narrow strip on the upper

side of the fallen tree; this was to give a place to start

the spuds.

It was found that when limbing the trees to be peeled

too much time should not be spent In trying to trim the

limbs close to the tree because after a tree was peeled the

limbs would have to be retrimmed. After the bark was off,

the knots would protrude the thickness of the bark. Most

of the limbs could be cut off with one lick, and then after

being peeled, the stubs could be cut off with one lick.

Time spent in trying to trim the knots too close before

peeling was lost.

With the advent of the pole peeling machine it might

not be necessary in the future to hand peel poles for the

market. This would also not limit the season to the summer

months.
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Some of the trees that had thin bark and were exposed

to the sun on one side ?/ere difficult to peel in the places

where drying had occurred. Best results on peeling were

had by peeling Immediately after falling. Generally the

thicker the bark and the healthier the tree, the easier it

was to peel. The cleaness of the boles also made some

difference in the ease of peeling.

If the tree looked weak and had shallow bark with many

woodpecker holes in it, you could suspect it of having pin

rot. It could not always be known whether or not it was

bad enough^ to make the tree unsaleable. After the tree was

fallen the first limb was cut off and if the limb had one or

more worm holes in It the pin rot would probably run the

length of the tree.

At the start some bucking was done before yarding but

it was decided it was much better to lop off the top at

about six inches and wait to buck the tree at the landing.

The tools used for the operation were: 1 falling saw

with handles, 2 falling wedges, 1 sledge, 2 falling axes,

1 springboard, 1 oil bottle and oil, and 2 spuds for peeling.

The oil was essential because the cedar bark has con

siderable pitch in It and it would have soon gummed up the

saw.

The spuds were made from three Inch pipe about 18 inches

long with one end flattened and the other end left round



into which a handle was inserted.

The yarding was done during late fall by a different

crew than had done the falling and peeling.

Equipment used for yarding was a D-7 cat with blade

and without a winch. This made it necessary to hook the

chokers into the butt rigging which was fastened to the

back of the cat. This made excessive road building in

order to get to each tree.

All the trees were picked up in one area—poles and

shingle timber trees together—and then skidded to the

landing along the road. The poles were unhooked at one

landing which was for poles only, and then the shingle

timber trees taken on to another landing and unhooked.

This separated the poles from the shingle timber in order

to facilitate handling and converting.

There were times when a winch would have proved useful

in snaking out some trees. This equipment on the tractor

would have eliminated much road building.

Some of the poles had been dressed when they reached

the landing and others had not. It is estimated that three

men could have handled the dressing of the poles as fast as

they were yarded.



Costs:

Labor for Falling, Peeling and

Bucking (92 man days)

Labor for Yarding (163 pieces)

Cost of Cat

Labor to be expended on poles

Returns:

Shingle timber (60 pieces)

23,718 ft. % $ 22./M

Poles (103)

4,270 lineal ft. &$ .25

13

#1050.00

225.00

90.00

125.00 (est.)

| 1490.00

521.80

1067.50

I 1589.30

Profit:

I 99.30

There were no power line stubs figured in, which

should increase the returns. The shingle timber has been

sold, but the poles are still at the landing.

The profit margin is exceedingly small due to several

factors. The most of these are obvious after looking at

the operation.
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Some of the factors considered to be the reason for

the small profit by the man in charge of the operation are:

1. Overall inefficient utilization of effort because

of the necessity of experimenting.

2. Expenditure of labor on wormy and unsaleable poles

and shingle timber.

3. Excessive yarding costs due to improper equipment.

4. Inexperienced labor.

5. Yarding equipment not available when needed. Some

poles warped and the bark left on the underneath

side dried and was much harder to get off.

Advantages of the operation in addition to the small

profit.

1. Operation paid wages of an auxiliary fire crew and

it furnished a reserve source of labor for the main

operation.

2. Trained the employees which made better labor for

the woods operation and better fire crew.

3. Increased volume per acre from the area.

4. Cut down fire hazard. After 5 to 10 years most of

the residual trees would have died after slash

burning, leaving many snags. Hence the fire hazard

might have been greater after burning than it was

before. This would be so on some of the areas.
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5. Bettered conditons for Douglas fir reproduction.

6. Something was learned about salvage.

7. Operation gave favorable results so as to en

courage further experimenting in the salvage field.

These were the main advantages for this area, but other

areas would probably have different and additional advantages



CHAPTER III

RECOMMENDATIONS

A salvage operation should be a unit within itself

and should have its own crew and equipment. It should

start as a small operation and work up to the size which

proves to be the most efficient.

The man in charge should know all saleable products

in the area and know the prices for each product. He

should be able to figure out what products to make out of

each tree to get the highest net return. This will have a

lot to do with how much profit is made.

Yarding the material In tree lengths should encourage

closer utilization and improve the grade. It does not cost

any more to yard the entire tree than a topped tree. The

only thing charged against the low grade top$ material

should be the slight cost of conversion and the transportation

cost of the product. You could consider this "stuff" as having

a "free ride" to the landing. The cost of getting this

material to the landing will be the same regardless of the

intention on conversion. The market, the cost of conversion,
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and the transportation charge will be the factors determining

the products to be sold. How successful the operation

is from the standpoint of profit will depend mostly on what

the tree lengths are made into.

For this area as many poles and power line stubs should

be made out of the cedar 17 inches and under as is possible.

It was figured out that more could be realized out of poles

and power line stubs than for lumber or posts for diameter

of 17 inches and under.

A portable mill should be used to saw all material

(cedar, hemlock, fir, and alder) into cants that is not suit

able for poles or stubs. The overrun on these small logs

should be very favorable. It would also raise the value

of the cedar, and save transporting slabs and other waste.

If a portable mill is not possible the next best would

be to sell all the cedar that could not make poles or stubs

as shingle timber and lumber logs, and cut all the hemlock

into 4 foot or 8 foot chunks for pulpwood. If the cedar is

to be sold for shingle timber, it should be bucked into 7 ft.

lengths. This would take advantage of the taper, facilitate

transportation, and would eliminate excessive trim allov/ance.

If the cedar is sold for lumber logs, it should be bucked

into 8 ft. lengths to take advantage of the taper and to
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facilitate transportation. It was calculated that if the

23M feet of shingle timber had been bucked into 8 ft. lengths

It would have increased the volume 6M feet or by 25 percent.

If the cubic foot rule were used in scaling, the

advantage of overrun and increased volume by bucking into

8 ft. lengths would be offset.

The falling should be done in 2-man sets and they

should fall, limb, and peel as they go. Yarding should be

done with proper equipment for the area. A D-6 cat with

blade and winch would have been the ideal for this area.

If possible the men falling and peeling should set the

chokers on the area or on the strips they felled in order

to save missed material (especially so If on logged over

area). Bucking should be done at the landing with a power

saw.

It is recommended that the salvage operation follow

the main logging only until the roads are constructed far

enough in advance and then the salvage operation turn to

prelogging.

It can be seen the number of poles and shingle timber

trees that were broken, knocked down, and covered up in the

main logging operation, and also the unfavorable conditions

on the logged over area. By prelogging most of this could

be eliminated. A saving in the cost of rocking the roads
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would also be had by giving the roadbed a chance to settle.

Of course it will take a little experimenting to find

out the diameter limit to cut to, or it might be found

that it is best to take out all the cedar and to take the

hemlock and fir up to a certain diameter.

It was estimated that 12 acres had been salvaged; this

yielded 103 poles and 23M shingle timber. At this rate if

the whole forty had been salvaged, it would have yielded

340 poles and 76M feet of shingle timber. This means there

are about 84M feet of shingle timber left in broken logs,

chunks, and knocked down trees, and approximately 180 poles

damaged or broken. If the area had been prelogged, it would

have been possible to have increased the yield of cedar by

50 percent, or it could be estimated that one-third of the

cedar Is on the ground in chunks, logs, and knock downs.

If all of this "down stuff" could have been bucked and

yarded economically there would not have been such a large

percentage of waste. By waiting to the material after the

initial logging, the breakage, stain, and rot decreases the

value of the products. If this area had been prelogged, 180

more poles could have been taken from the area. Although if

a portable mill could have been used a lot of the chunks

could have been sawn , but still the same value could not

have been realized as for poles. Prelogging furnishes more
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opportunities than relogging on an area of this kind.

Some of the advantages of prelogging over relogging are:

1. Greater volume per acre.

2. Higher grade material because of breakage,

stain, and decay.

3. Small material could be handled with small

equipment and small crews.

4. Operation would be in less hazardous slash

concentrations.

5. Falling, bucking, yarding conditions would be

better for both operations.

6. Raise the profit on the main operation because

there would be no marginal trees because of

size, and the logging conditions would be better.

7. Could use horses for yarding

8. Yarding longer pieces; consequently, less yarding

costs.

9. Good experience that can be used in cutting and

thinning second growth stands.

These are advantages over relogging, and prelogging also

has the advantages mentioned in connection with closer

utilization in the woods.

These are some recommendations to start an operation

in areas similar to the one described. These methods will

have to be added to or changed as different situations
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arise. The main idea is to get started and find the proper

approach by research and by experimenting. The way to learn

is by doing. It is a good chance to get started now while

salvage operations will pay their way.

Each area will have different conditions; consequently,

clean logging, relogging, or prelogging might be the answer.

Prelogging offers great possibilities in the old growth

Douglas fir areas.




